
7 Chakras and their Guides 

1. FIRE RED chakra
at the base of your spine (by your butt)
lit up by DRAGONS
for passion, inner drive to succeed, financial and physical security

Imagine a bright red light or fire radiating out from the base of your spine. It 
should be a strong, clear red color. See it emerging from your back as well 
as your front. Remember, the chakras are spinning wheels of light that 
energize your body (started as an ancient Hindu and Buddhist belief in 
India). Ask for a dragon to work with you and see it blowing fire into your 
chakra.

2. HOLY ORANGE chakra
near your belly button
lit up by BUDDHA
for expressing your life purpose, being creative, sexual energy

Saffron or dark orange robes are a symbol of holy men, worn by Buddhist 
monks. This is what made me think of correlating Buddha to the orange 
chakra (shock-rah). Monks dedicate their life to God, an example of living 
your true life purpose. To brighten your orange chakra (colored energy 
wheel), meditate in front of a Buddha statue (buy one at Tibetan shops or 
metaphysical stores). Ask Buddha to reveal your life purpose to you, if you 
aren't sure what it is. And ask him to strengthen your orange chakra. If you 
feel weak in this area, you can remind yourself to strengthen this color by 
wearing orange clothes or accessories like a scarf or even orange or 
bergamot perfume.



3. YELLOW chakra
under your ribs
lit up by JESUS
for energy, being happy, believing in yourself

Jesus was one of the greatest lights ever seen in the world. He also famously 
said, "Don't hide your light under a bushel basket." The yellow light in your 
middle chakra is all about being a light for others. First, you need to love 
and believe in yourself in order to be a bright, happy person. Then you can 
lead others to the light (Jesus and God) by example. Another important 
aspect of the yellow chakra is it gives you energy! It is like a mini sun. Think 
of the bright summer sun (go outside and sit in the sun for a minute if you 
can) and feel energized by its hot rays.

4. COMPASSIONATE heart chakra, PINK
your heart
lit up by MOTHER MARY
for loving yourself and others

Mary's colors are pale pink, pale blue and white. Her symbol is the white 
rose. Display a white rose somewhere in your house, like on a nightstand by 
your bed or in your meditation space. An easy way to do this is to buy a 
Catholic prayer card featuring the Virgin Mary or buy a flower oracle deck (I 
have the Flower Therapy cards by Doreen Virtue and Robert Reeves and one 
card is a gorgeous white rose). Another way to bring Mother Mary's energy 
into your home is to spritz rose essential oil or perfume. Or you can collect 
rose quartz, an inexpensive but very pretty pale pink crystal (buy at a local 
metaphysical store, or online on Etsy.com from various sellers such as 
ILoveLotus).



5. ELECTRIC BLUE throat chakra
your throat
lit up by ST. MICHAEL
for protection from all evil, feeling safe to speak up for yourself, the 
truth being revealed

St. Michael is the most well-known angel. He is often depicted stepping on 
the devil. He always carries a sword. Sometimes this sword is silver metal 
and sometimes it's drawn as a sword of light, like a light saber. He uses his 
sword not just to defeat God's enemies, but also to cut through dark 
shadows that are hiding the truth. He is an important figure in the New Age, 
along with Metatron, and is revealing hidden truths like alien technology. 
Pray to St. Michael twice a day for protection (ask him to place you, your 
house, your car, your loved ones and pets in a blue bubble of protection).

6. ENLIGHTENING 3rd eye chakra, INDIGO
3rd eye (between your eyebrows)
lit up by METATRON
for intuition, connecting to The Other Side

Metatron is a powerful figure. He is in charge of the New Age, the era of 
enlightenment we are now in. He is not really an angel and not really an 
ascended master. He is more like a ball of multi-colored light. To increase 
your intuition, listen to psychic mediums like James Van Praagh or the Long 
Island Medium. Watching TV shows like this and reading books or taking 
online classes (JVP has great meditation classes on his website) will help you 
believe in and see The Other Side. Another tip is to avoid fluoride, which 
dulls your pituitary gland, where your 3rd eye is. Since American water is 
fluoridated, it's hard to avoid! Buy Tom's of Maine non-fluoride toothpaste 
(look at the label carefully - Tom's of Maine sells both fluoride and non-
fluoride toothpaste). I buy mine at a local health food store but even the 
grocery store here sells it, and you can buy it online. And the toothpaste 
tastes really good (I buy the winter mint flavor)! Also check that your mouth 
wash doesn't have fluoride, and avoid fluoride treatments at the dentist.



7. TRANSFORMATIVE VIOLET chakra
at the top of your head
lit up by ST. GERMAIN
for clearing toxic, dark energy out of your body

St. Germain is famous for his Violet Flame, which transforms toxic, dark 
energy into clear white light. Every day, ask for the Violet Flame to wash 
over your body. It will remove any negative energies that have stuck to you, 
like angry or depressive thoughts. If you are a very sensitive person (an 
empath), you are likely picking up other people's bad energy. For example, 
if your co-worker gripes about their boyfriend and tells you a long, 
anguished story about their relationship, her frustration and unhappiness 
can rub off on you - literally! These negative emotions form a black blob in 
her energy field. You may (unconsciously) want to be a nice person and help 
your co-worker by lightening her mood. Now, the dark energy is stuck to 
you! You need to cleanse your energetic field or aura to get rid of it. Besides 
washing off your aura with the Violet Flame, you can say "I am me and only 
me." This means you are only accepting the energies that are yours into 
your energy field. These energy mix-ups are a major cause of anxiety, 
depression and fatigue! They can even lead to illness, so cleanse every 
day.
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